Job description

MARINE EXPERT

TRAINING

Maritime Training (O1M).
Minimum STCW II / 2 or III / 2 certification (valid or expired).

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

You have held a position of Commander or Chief Mechanic aboard works or service vessels (for example, a construction or pipe laying vessel).

POSITION

Maritime expert.
Refer to: Marine Superintendent and Project Operations Manager.

THE CUSTOMER

Oil services company specializing in the design, manufacture and implementation of underwater infrastructure for offshore oil and gas fields.

THE POSTE

Your main tasks will be:
• Analysis of third-party vessels likely to be chartered.
• Marine visits and audits.
• Reviews and validates the selection of third party vessels prior to charter in coordination with the Project Operation Manager and the Project Marine Advisor.
• Inspections, ship audits before use on projects. Provides feedback from inspections (ship, crew ...).
• Monitoring of inspections and audits with the Projects Department and the SCM (Supply Chain Management) charter service.
• Ensure the link with the client for mutual inspection of the vessel (if necessary). Agree / argue on the results and actions to be taken on the points identified during the inspection.
• Support in solving technical problems identified on board ships (customer and third parties).
• In charge of the identification of causes and implementation of improvements / changes, in case of incidents on the customer’s ships or chartered.
• Update of the database of chartered vessels (navigation certificates, inspection reports ...).
• Participate in the kick-off meeting with shipowners and projects (including the HSE meeting held prior to the start of the project).
• Participates in debriefing sessions of operations and feedback.
Update the Marine standard, if necessary.
THE PROFILE

You speak English.
You know how to formalize your work in writing.

WORKPLACE

The position is based in Suresnes (92).

MOBILITY

One-off trips are expected over short periods.

REMUNERATION

Selon expérience et références.

Send your application to:
Marie-Laure de Saint Méloir
office.lp@d2m-group.com
01 30 09 24 80